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UO Honors Jazz Combos

Steve Owen, director
Toby Koenigsberg, director
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Performances sponsored by the UO School of Music and Dance are sometimes video recorded and photographed for a variety of uses, including both live simulcast and digital archive on the UO website, or for publicity and publications. Images of audience members may be included in these recordings and photos. By attending this event, audience members imply approval for the use of their image by the UO and the School of Music and Dance.
Order to be announced from the stage

Up-end Adam       comp. Andy Page
Imagination       arr. Brian Heater
Jazzin’ in Jazz Town comp. Andy Page
Dancing with Pinkie comp. Mitch Rivet

This combo is led by Jessika Smith
    Grant Caswell, tenor saxophone
    Brian Heater, tenor saxophone
    Andy Page, alto saxophone
    Quinn baxter, guitar
    Mitch Rivet, piano
    Heidi Christianson, bass
    Mason Kline, drums

Other tunes to be announced from the stage.

Intro       comp. Torrey Newhart
Like Two Kittens comp. Tony Glausi
Evidence   arr. Devin Wright
Bang       comp. Torrey Newhart
PDX In 45   comp. Sean Peterson
Etude      comp. Avishai Cohen
            arr. Adam Carlson
Back From The Brink comp. Eddie Bond

Jessika Smith, alto saxophone
Devin Wright, tenor saxophone
Tony Glausi, trumpet
Eddie Bond, guitar
Torrey Newhart, piano
Sean Peterson, bass
Adam Carlson, drums